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Prepared by Jenna Williams and Nick Hasselback, owners, Kettle Lake Kitchen 

Summary: 16 months after opening Kettle Lake Kitchen, a counter-service restaurant in 
Conneaut Lake, PA; serving globally-inspired casual cuisine, we propose to relocate and 
expand our restaurant in the Meadville Market House. We would retain key aspects of the 
restaurant that have helped us build a significant and loyal customer base that spans Crawford 
County: these include an emphasis on local sourcing, whole-food, from-scratch ingredients, and 
an eclectic mix of international dishes largely unavailable elsewhere in short driving distance.  

Recognizing the need for high quality breakfast and brunch options in Meadville, we plan to add 
those meals to our menu offerings--once fully staffed, we envision offering breakfast, lunch, and 
dinner as well as select prepared food options for sale in the Market House. With a move to the 
Meadville Market House, we would also modify our menu to offer creative, locally sourced 
renditions of traditional favorites. 

Finally, we are excited to think alongside the Market House to pilot the sales of various value 
added products, such as a kombucha tap (locally sourced kombucha is already a robust seller 
at our Conneaut Lake location) and a juice bar. 

Moving logistics and personnel: Based on our experience of opening Kettle Lake Kitchen, we 
estimate that we could be fully operational in the Market House restaurant’s space in five to six 
weeks. This time accounts for moving, equipment requisition, new menu creation, and new 
employee training. If the move begins January 1, our opening date goal would be by the second 
week of February. Our team consists of two full-time and two part-time employees. For the 
Market House relocation, we would initially hire 5-7 part-time employees from the local 
community, with additional hires as we expand hours and offerings. Select full-time positions 
would also be available for qualified candidates. 

Food concept: Kettle Lake Kitchen is known for its locally sourced but globally-inspired cuisine. 
Our menu rotates seasonally: popular mainstays include the Korean BBQ, cabbage pad thai, 
truffle cheesesteak, mushroom bisque, lamb vindaloo, and Amazonian fried rice. We would 
maintain an “international bowls” section of the proposed Meadville menu, as well as add more 
contemporary, creative renditions of American favorites. The current menu offers a range of 
meat-based, vegetarian, and vegan options, and we would continue to prioritize that flexibility in 
Meadville. Kettle Lake serves lunch and dinner, and in moving to the Market House, we would 
plan to expand our operation to include breakfast on both weekdays and weekends. 

Commitment to Local Vendors: We craft all of our dishes--including sauces and 
condiments--from scratch and work with local vendors and farmers whenever possible. Our 
current local vendors include Finck’s Farm, Walnut Hill Farm, Full Moon mushrooms, Cleveland 
Tofu, Bakery on the Square, Red Basket Farms, Seth Ernst, and Nova Maple Syrup. In concert 
with the Meadville Market House’s core mission of showcasing and delivering local foods to the 



surrounding area, we would seek additional collaborations with nearby vendors and farmers 
upon relocating.  

Kettle Lake History & Rationale for Relocation: Kettle Lake Kitchen opened in Conneaut 
Lake in May, 2019. While the restaurant industry standard is typically three years until 
profitability, Kettle Lake was profitable after just 16 months. Likewise, Kettle Lake earnings have 
allowed us to re-invest in growing the business by way of new equipment purchases and 
expanded food and beverage offerings. Despite a pandemic, from July 2019 to July 2020, Kettle 
Lake experienced a 30% increase in sales, and we have accrued a loyal customer base 
throughout Crawford County, including a significant portion of customers who drive from 
Meadville. Kettle Lake currently has a 5.0 star rating on google, facebook, and yelp, with 199 
reviews across those platforms.  

The current Conneaut Lake location seats 15 patrons. While the pandemic limits indoor seating 
everywhere, the size of the kitchen and dining room along with the addition of outdoor seating 
available at the Market House would allow Kettle Lake to serve more customers at any given 
time. We have a plan to expand staff accordingly, and the larger location would give us the 
space to expand our business. For example, unlike the current space, The Market House 
restaurant has a large commercial hood, which will significantly increase our output. A large 
portion of the current Kettle Lake customer base already drives from Meadville, and we believe 
those customers would patronize the restaurant even more frequently if we were located in 
Meadville’s historic downtown. Our shift to more New American food offerings would appeal to a 
wider local audience, while our retention of some globally-inspired cuisine and proximity to 
campus will appeal to the nearby Allegheny College patron base. Most importantly, we value 
being part of a community, which we can accomplish more effectively as an integrated member 
of a Market rather than as an autonomous storefront.  

Future Initiatives: We are excited to think alongside the Market House to collaborate in ways 
that go beyond simply a tenant-landlord relationship. Kettle Lake has already expanded into 
value added offerings beyond meals, such as locally-sourced kombucha from Penn State on 
tap. As mentioned, we would continue offering kombucha at the Market House restaurant, with 
plans to expand into juice and smoothie bar operations, with drinks available at a separate 
register to ensure rapid pickup for those visitors who want to enjoy a beverage while shopping in 
the Market House. In the late spring and summer of 2020, we supplied the Market House with 
approximately 30 prepared meals per week, which consistently sold out, a valuable index of the 
local demand for our food. By eliminating the roundtrip delivery drive, we would supply more 
grab ‘n go options for sale in the Market House, including sushi & summer rolls, soups, and 
falafel.  

We want our restaurant to be a dynamic and contributing part of the Market House, which brings 
people into the building and encourages them to browse. Cleaning and revamping the back 
picnic tables for warm weather outdoor seating would be a crucial part of this initiative, and Nick 
has experience from his time at Lago & Mortal’s Key coordinating local live music performances, 
which we could bring to the Market House on Saturdays or for special occasions. As the 
in-house restaurant, we would be happy to collaborate on and host fundraising dinners, or 



periodically loan the kitchen to local chefs who offer community cooking classes. We are 
interested in proposing a future collaboration with the Meadville Council on the Arts, in which the 
restaurant could function as viewing/rotating exhibition space to showcase artworks for sale, 
which would allow visitors to see and purchase artworks during hours the MCA may not 
otherwise be open.  

We firmly believe that when people evaluate towns, cities, and regions for relocation, the 
availability of high quality food and beverages impact their decisions. We want to be part of a 
vibrant institution that brings people to Meadville, while offering an enriching new option to the 
existing community.  

Kettle Lake and Covid-19: While Covid-19 posed challenges for all restaurants, we adapted 
and thrived by shifting to a take-out only model. While we look forward to returning to dine-in 
service in the future, our counter-service model, strategic packaging, and menu offerings are all 
designed to be flexible enough to pivot to carry-out only when demanded by public health 
concerns.  

About the Owners: We are both originally from Pennsylvania--Jenna from Crawford County, 
and Nick from Lancaster County. We met while attending Temple University in Philadelphia. 
We moved back to Crawford County in 2012 to work at Lago Winery, and were integral in 
growing the operation from $300 thousand to $1 million per year gross sales. We worked with 
Doug and Connie Shannon to expand Lago and Mortal’s Key from a small, summer operation to 
a seasonal winery and year-round brewery. Nick helped build out and open Mortal’s Key 
Brewing Company, where he managed the day to day operations and facilitated most of the 
outside sales, and where he worked until early 2020. Jenna oversaw the winery kitchen. Under 
her leadership and with no infrastructure changes, the kitchen increased output by 
approximately 900%. In both Philadelphia and Crawford County, between the two of us we have 
over 25 years of restaurant experience, including operations in the front-of-house, 
back-of-house, management, and sourcing.  

Restaurant Aesthetic: In our current space, we strive for an aesthetic that is bright, clean, airy, 
and uncluttered--see attached images below. While retaining those aesthetic goals, we want our 
restaurant to both preserve and highlight the architectural integrity and nuances of the historic 
Market House. Among our foremost goals is to clean the outdoor seating area in order to utilize 
the space once weather allows.  

Why Kettle Lake? Since opening our restaurant in May of 2019, we have been listening to our 
community. Many customers have asked for more New American options (sophisticated, 
artisanal interpretations of classic American fare). Customers from Meadville in particular, 
including our significant patron base from the Meadville Medical Center and Allegheny College, 
have emphasized a desire for affordable, healthy, and fast lunch options closer to their work 
site. Many customers have voiced appreciation for both vegetarian and vegan menu items, in an 
area where those options are difficult to find. In terms of equipment capacity, size, and location, 
The Market House location allows us to expand our menu and become a more proximous 
venue for many of our existing customers, while simultaneously reaching new audiences. From 
our work at Lago and Mortal’s Key to opening and running Kettle Kake Kitchen, we have 



learned that flexibility and adaptability are key to growth, especially during these unprecedented 
times. We are committed to serving the community with fresh, creative, locally sourced food in a 
safe environment.  
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